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Results
During a three month pilot campaign 
we made 40 qualified appointments. 

The client was so pleased with the 
quantity and quality of the
appointments that we were asked to appointments that we were asked to 
continue for a further 6 months. Over 
this period a further 106 Appoint-
ments were obtained with 90% of 
appointments being booked with the 
clients preferred contact which was a 
Financial Director or equivalent.

A total of 146 appointments  were 
made which resulted in a large 
number of new clients for the Bank 
of Scotland.

Bank of Scotland Vehicle Finance
incorporating Godfrey Davis
Contract Hire provide all methods Contract Hire provide all methods 
of company vehicle fleet solutions, 
these range from basic outright 
purchase through to complex tax 
efficient employee car ownership 
schemes.

Aim
After acquiring Godfrey Davis contract hire, Bank of
Scotland wanted to join a number of other successful
financial institutions by entering the corporate vehicle
leasing market. As new entrants into an already
saturated marketplace they needed to obtain high saturated marketplace they needed to obtain high 
quality appointments at director level in a short space 
of time to maximise their potential for success.

Solution
We worked closely with Bank of Scotland’s associate
directors as these would be the people attending the
appointments. We determined what criteria would 
need to be fulfilled in order for them to have the best 
possible opportunity to obtain new business. This
included fleet size, acquisition method, review/tender included fleet size, acquisition method, review/tender 
periods and the decision maker level. Once this was 
determined we set about obtaining and cleansing the 
data in order to maximise efficiency when calling.

Using training material provided by Bank of Scotland
and researching both the marketplace and leasing
options available, we obtained an in depth
understanding of what method suited which types of understanding of what method suited which types of 
companies. This knowledge allowed us to tailor our 
conversations to suit each company’s profile; this
resulted in more focused conversations with prospects 
and a far better conversation to appointment ratio 
than the client expected.
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